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Enjoy free essays, examples of research papers, sample term papers, free dissertation samples and paper
writing tips for all students. Example papers and sample papers on the most popular topics. Or how about even
trying to find the source of a dream through dream interpretations but not knowing how to go about it?
According to author, Dr. Today I am going to tell you what dreams are, why they are important to our lives,
and how we can interpret what they mean. The origin of dreams is something that can be defined in 3 ways,
psychologically, scientifically or theoretically depending on whom you talk to. In this case I have chosen to
share the psychological point of view from the people who study all about it, psychologists. There is a major
chemical in our brains that is called acetylcholine, which is the center of the dream creation in the brain Lohff
1. In addition to this chemical our 4 different types of brain waves control our bodily transition into sleep. The
four types of brain waves are beta, alpha, theta, and delta Lohff 1. Each wave starts out fast then gradually
slows down as one turns into another. This is when our five stages of sleep set in Lohff 1. The first stage of
sleep is the lightest and it lasts anywhere from thirty to forty minutes. As you progress into the second stage of
sleep you are on the borderline of light sleep to deep sleep. Once you are in the third and forth stages of sleep
you are in your deepest sleep and are about to progress backward through all of the sleep stages again. After
starting back at your first sleep stage you enter the REM sleep stage. In addition to learning more slowly
psychologists have also found that REM sleep can also help aid brain development in infants Lohff 2. Many
people state that they do not dream because they cannot remember, but you always dream when you reach
REM sleep though you may not always remember it Lohff 2. Time in a dream is very similar, if not exact to
time in real life. This goes along with a statement that your dreams during the night will affect the mood you
are in when you wake up from them. This same group of scientists also discovered that there are two different
modes of sleep Kramer One of these modes is called the progressive mode, which resolves emotional
problems by working through them step by step and comparing them to previous challenges. The second mode
is the repetitive mode that deals with the failing of resolving emotional problems with a repetitive pattern
without actually charting any progress Kramer This can also tie in with helpful and unhelpful sequence of
dreams which is whether or not dreams have some sort of solution or if we are mentally up to the task of
solving our problems Kramer Contrary to what the studies have found each dream is different and
personalized so this may not always be the case, but it is what is common. Dreams have been found to tie into
the mood that we are in when we wake up. You may wonder how this is so but Dr. Dreams are mostly
symbols that we interpret to the best of our knowledge. These symbols are broken down into seven basic
categories; male aspect and female character, female aspect and male character, children, animals, healing
agent, guides, and negative characters The Basics 1. When you go to bed at night your emotional state will
give you some clue as to how your dreams will play out. Once you have these main focuses in mind it is time
for you to find out some example of symbols and more about them. When animals appear in your dreams they
are showing your good and bad traits The Basics 2. Another example is a car or automobile in your dream The
Basics 2. This is very controversial because most people say this has to do with the direction you are heading
in your life and even your body The Basics 2. If you were to be driving a nice new car this is good but say you
were driving an old beat up car, this may not be such a good thing for you. Another common theme in dreams
is death. Contrary to popular belief death is not always bad. It normally means a change in your life The
Basics 3. One of the final examples of symbols is people. This may come as a shock to most but it makes
sense when you consider that dreams are not totally straightforward and truthful. Thankfully these symbols are
common and not precise so you can fit them into your own personal dreams with a little more clarity. When
you deal with more then one issue in your dreams it may be a little easier then it would be when you are awake
on your head because you have the capabilities to tackle more then issue at a time during sleep. A way to help
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decode your dreams with these symbols is to use the association method. You can also use amplification,
which is taking the symbols that you already know and write down what they mean to you The Basics 3. Once
you know how to interpret your dreams you have to start with the proper way to sleep in order to record them.
This will help you fall into a better REM cycle and also aid you in remembering your dreams when you wake
up. When waking up it is best to do it naturally and not be shocked awake in order to collect your thoughts and
give yourself time to write them down or tape record them Dream Analysis 2. When you do have your dreams
recorded and ready, read them over and look for some sort of theme. This main theme will be the stepping
stone in finding the symbolic meaning of your dream. In order to find the theme take out all the details of the
dream. Once you do this you can then fill in the blanks. In addition to symbolic meanings in dreams numbers
sometimes can come into play Numbers In Dreams 1. This is more on the side of astrology and numerology
than it is scientific. Because of this, its validity is questioned. For example, If you have 3 puppies in a dream
that may have to do with commitment because that is what the number 3 means in numbers within dreams.
Being able to interpret dreams is something that takes practice, effort, and time but you will get better and it
will get easier and eventually pay off. Dreams are a very important part of life but no one really bothers to
give them more then a moments thought. All free online research papers, research paper samples and example
research papers on any writing topics are plagiarized and cannot be fully used in your high school, college or
university education. If you need a custom research paper, research proposal, essay, dissertation, thesis paper
or term paper on your topic, EffectivePapers. We work with experienced PhD.
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Cyclopedia Of Dreams: More Than Symbols and Interpretations (Running Press Cyclopedia) [David C. Lohff] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A handy bedside reference guide to interpreting your
dreams, with more than symbols and interpretations.
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Cyclopedia Of Dreams has 21 ratings and 1 review. A handy bedside reference guide to interpreting your dreams, with
more than symbols and interpretat.
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Buy a cheap copy of Dreams: More Than Symbols and book by David C. Lohff. A handy bedside reference guide to
interpreting your dreams, with more than symbols and interpretations.

Chapter 5 : Cyclopedia Of Dreams: More Than Symbols and Interpretations by David C. Lohff
What is your subconscious mind trying to tell you? Find the answer in this pocket-sized reference guide to interpreting
your dreams. "Dreams" covers more than dream symbols and interpretations and features more than color illustrations.

Chapter 6 : Kyrie (Kyrie) | LibraryThing
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Cyclopedia Of Dreams: More Than Symbols and Interpretations
(Running Press Cyclopedia) at calendrierdelascience.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 7 : David C. Lohff | Open Library
The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Paperback, , New, Free Shipping Brand New Â· Paperback out of 5
stars - The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Paperback, , New, Free Shipping.
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Chapter 8 : Effective Papers: Research Paper on Dreams
Books by David C. Lohff, The Dream Directory, The Running Press cyclopedia-- dreams, Dreams, David C. Lohff's
Dream Directory: The Comprehensive Guide to Analysis and Interpretation.

Chapter 9 : Running Press Cyclopedia: The Portable, Visual Encyclopedia by Diagram Group | LibraryThin
REM sleep is very important in sleeping according to David Lohff, author of "The Running Press Cyclopedia of Dreams",
who says, "If you do not have REM sleep, animals and people learn more slowly and forget more rapidly what they
learned (2).
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